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Phonological awareness, phonics and spelling: to discriminate, read and spell words with initial
consonant clusters, e.g. bl , cr , tr , str - see Appendix List 3; to blend phonemes in words with
clusters for reading.

This Little Puffin , Elizabeth Matterson (Puffin). Tiny Tim , Bennett and Oxenbury (Mammoth).
All Join In , Q. Blake (Red Fox). Skip Across the Ocean , F. Benjamin (Frances Lincoln).
Mother Goose , R. Foreman (Walker Books). Poems For the Very Young , M. Rosen
(Kingfisher). Rhymeworld  (Heinemann). Cambridge Reading  (CUP). Oxford Reading Tree -
Rhyme and Analogy  (OUP). The Core Book List  (1997 edition), Lazim and Moss (CLPE).
Writing with Symbols  and First Keys to Literacy  (Widgit Software).

Class
l Using familiar texts, posters, etc., ask the
children to find (ring or underline) words containing
a particular consonant cluster.
l They can also return to the split-page books,
word wheels and slides made in Term 1 and look
for occurrences of the cluster. These words can
be accumulated in a word bank on display.
l Certain clusters occur regularly in the
environment, e.g. st  in start and stop. For a few
days you could make and use start and stop signs
to control proceedings in the classroom. Use
other common words which contain clusters as
key words to help children remember the cluster.

N.B.
To reinforce through word recognition,
shared and independent reading, at a class
and group level, give the children
opportunities to re-read the books and
posters from which they derived the words
and which they have been reinforcing
through word wheels, games. This will
ensure that they continue to recognise the
meaningful object of reading. Where
possible the class should have a number of
copies of certain key books in addition to
an enlarged text. These books may be
used for group and paired reading and for
reading at home.

Group
l When a bank of words containing a particular cluster has been
accumulated, e.g. cling, bring, fling, the children can make cluster word
wheels/slides, and also the cube game as in T1.
l The children could make illustrated alliterative books with a different
jingle/tongue-twister on each page, e.g.  crazy creatures cry for crumpets.
l Show children how to make I can and I can’t books containing all the
things they can and can’t do, again with a different cluster on each page,
e.g.  I can ... speak, spin, spell; I can’t ... spit, spoon, spot, spoke. Add a
‘shouldn’t’ category!

l When dealing with final consonant clusters, repeat the process described in
T1 - rimes containing clusters. One common rime for each final cluster is listed
on the Photocopiable Resource Sheet with some suggestions for words, some
of which may be illustrated.

Plenary
l Children should bring the words they have found, present some of the
gadgets they have made with the words, share the pictures they have drawn of
new animals, chant some of the jingles they have created.

Crazy creatures
cry for

crumpets!


